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Abstract—Identifying network anomalies is an important measure to ensure reliability and quality of data transfers among
facilities. Scientific workflows in particular heavily rely on good
network performance to ensure their smooth executions. In this
paper, we present a lightweight classifier system that is able to
recognize anomalous TCP transfers. Using random forest trees
and labeled data sets, we evaluate the classifier with real workflow
transfers for ground truth data. Our studies reveal that various
TCP congestion algorithms behave differently in anomalous
conditions. We show that training classifiers on these separately
can aid detection in network performance deterioration. Results
reveal that our classifiers are able to better predict anomalous
flows for TCP Reno and Hamilton compared to Cubic and BBR,
due to the manner how their congestion control algorithms handle
the anomalies.
Index Terms—TCP congestion algorithms, Cubic, Reno,
Hamilton, BBR, Random forest tree classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s large-scale science workflows often use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) as a standard protocol to reliably
transfer data over wide area networks. TCP is designed to cope
with network congestion, to optimize throughput and packet
delivery across large scale, inter-domain networking infrastructures [1] [2]. As demand for high-bandwidth increases [3],
it is imperative to monitor and detect degradation in throughput
and possible network bottlenecks causing congestion. One way
to understand if there are network anomalies, is to study
TCP behavior and monitor how it changes throughput and
congestion window sizes to cope in an unfortunate situation.
Passive analysis of TCP traces, such as more retransmission
events, dropped throughput, longer congestion windows and
longer return time to transmits (RTT), can all help provide
indications of network performance problems and help resolve
the issues [4].
Developed as a network-congestion avoidance algorithm,
TCP offers congestion control in the network by signalling to
the sender to slow-down or quicken data transfers depending
on health of the link. TCP variants, such as Cubic, Reno,
Hamilton, and more, have been designed to make TCP robust,
while ensuring high performance [5]. In these techniques, TCP
changes its internal settings (e.g. congestion window sizes,
acknowledgement wait times, to name a few) to prioritize
different metrics, such as high bandwidth (Cubic and Reno)

or minimize loss (Vegas). A recent TCP variant, Google
developed BBR helps achieve 4% higher network throughput
for their YouTube services [6]. All TCP congestion algorithms
are designed to retransmit packets if something wrong is
detected during transfer.
Analyzing TCP behaviors in varying network conditions is
of primary interest for network research. Network anomalies
could cause performance degradation, such as being generated
via sender being slow to transfer, client delaying acknowledgements, or just badly configured network links causing
latency or packet loss [7]. TCP statistics have been explored
to recognize network anomalies [4], predict throughput [8]
or recognize congestion [9]. Current techniques have used
statistical and machine learning approaches to ingest large
amounts of TCP variables and to recognize common features.
However, these techniques often only focus on just one TCP
congestion algorithm and have limited study in how elephant
and mice flows behave with TCP [10]. Additionally, endhost configurations are usually always hidden from WAN
operators, which makes it difficult to study TCP behavior
without knowing which one is being used.
In this paper, we make a number of novel contributions
to TCP research. Firstly, we investigate in-depth how large
and small file transfers are handled in normal and anomalous
conditions, and secondly, we investigate many TCP-variants.
Thirdly, we utilize random forest trees, a powerful machine
learning technique that uses bagging, to partition large data
sets into commonly identified features, for normal and anomalous conditions. These techniques allows us to address the
following questions: (1) What are the unique behaviors of TCP
variants in large and small file transfers, (2) How do these
behaviors change in normal versus in presence of network
anomalies - packet loss, duplication and reordering, and (3)
can these behaviors be used to accurately identify anomalies
in TCP transfers in other environments. We use random forest
trees as they are a lightweight techniques to output common
features and can easily be deployed. We extend our tests to
TCP traces collected in a data center to test the validity of our
trained classifiers.
We begin by gathering labeled data for our classifiers
with in-house experiments collecting TCP traces of large
(elephant) and small (mice) file transfers with 4 different

TCP variants - Cubic, Reno, Hamilton and BBR. These are
the most commonly explored TCP variants for large science
file transfers. We then test the validity of our classifiers by
collecting additional TCP traces from a data-intensive science
workflow, the 1000 Genome workflow [11], configured using
the Globus service for WAN transfers. These traces also
include artificially induced anomalies to collect behaviors in
anomalous conditions. We evaluate our technique with unseen
workflow transfers to measure the accuracy of our 4 classifiers
- Cubic, Reno, Hamilton and BBR. Additionally, we show our
techniques are able to adapt to unseen network environments
and present results in understanding transfer behaviors in DOE
data centers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces background information, such as TCP variants and
elephant/mice TCP flows. In Section III and Section IV, we
introduce the experimental setup for data collection, and the
initial data analysis. We present the classifiers in Section V,
and their evaluations in Section VI. Sections VII and VIII
provides the discussions and related work. Finally, Section IX
concludes this work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. TCP Variants
TCP provides reliable and error-checked delivery of a data
stream between sender and receiver. Most variants are a research effort into TCP extensions that can allow improvement
of various network anomalies and enable congestion control.
Figure 1 describes how the TCP handshake works [4]. The
sniffer or Tstat (TCP statistics) collector is located on both
the Sender and Receiver, recording number of bytes moved,
messages (ACK, FIN) or the time when segments cross. The
sniffer is able to track variables in both directions, estimating
RTT observed at flow start and completion. In addition to
window sizes, number of retransmissions, the sniffer is able to
record (more than) 133 variables per flow during the transfer.
Researchers have used these statistics to classify normal versus
anomalous segments and build classifier systems to recognize
packet loss or alterations [4], [12].
Since the seminal work of Jacobson et al. [13] that established implementations of the modern TCP, a number of
variants have been invented, some prioritizing throughput over
loss prevention. In this paper, we focus on 4 of these variants:
1) TCP Cubic: This is used as the current default TCP
algorithm in Linux [14]. Compared to other TCP algorithms,
Cubic modifies the window size using a cubic function such
to improve the throughput scalability over long distance flows.
During normal conditions, Cubic aggressively increases the
window size to allow throughput utilization to rise quickly,
and then slowly as it reaches saturation point. Window growth
is independent of the RTT recorded, allowing Cubic to achieve
equitable allocations between multiple flows on a link.
2) TCP Reno: Incorporating fast retransmit and fast recovery, TCP Reno is known as the dominant congestion control
algorithm in Internet applications [15]. Reno works by cutting
the window size by half when loss is detected. if multiple

Fig. 1: Example of TCP Handshake. Adapted from [4].

ACKs are received, Reno performs fast retransmits, skipping
the slow start phase by halving the congestion window. Similar
to Cubic, Reno also increases window size if no loss occurs,
but, different from Cubic has a shorter slow start phase
allowing it to responds very quickly.
3) TCP Hamilton: Also known as H-TCP, similar to Cubic,
this algorithm aggressively increases TCP throughput on highbandwidth links, while maintaining RTT for smaller flows.
Hamilton is seen to aggressively reduce congestion window
whenever loss occurs, allowing it to recover quickly. New
flows are seen to converge faster to optimal throughput under
Hamilton than other algorithms [16], [17].
4) TCP BBR: This attempts to create a balance between
fast re-transmits and fairness among flows on the same link.
Rather than reacting on packet loss, as the previous versions
do, BBR reacts on actual congestion and network models of
the available bandwidth. Google introduced BBR to improve
download speeds on internal networks [6]. It calculates RTT
and bottleneck capacity and uses this to estimate its delivery
rate. The values of RTT and bottleneck capacity are independently managed and BBR attempts to stay within this range.
Cubic is a far more efficient protocol for high-speed flows
but not as aggressive as Reno and Hamilton. However these
three versions are seen to utilize a much less available throughput as compared to BBR.
B. Network Anomalies that affect TCP Behavior
Network anomalies can create bogus traffic on the link
causing network congestion and utilization in a router, impacting customer experience. Identifying these is imperative
to improving network operations. Similar to designing TCP
congestion algorithm, most efforts focus on early detection
on packet loss and allowing the network to react. In TCP,
congestion window size and RTT can give an indication of
how throughput is performing, and as seen earlier, different
TCP variants handle these differently. For example, Cubic is
less aggressive on the congestion window size, calculating

the size as a cubic function of time from the moment loss
is observed. This results in two portions, the first being a
concave, where the window rapidly grows until before the loss
event occurred, and the convex region keeps probing for more
bandwidth slowly at first and then rapidly. Cubic eventually
reaches a stability between the concave and convex regions
before looking for more bandwidth and growing its throughput
[13]. This allows TCP to exhibit the wave behavior between
the slow start, ramping up and coming down again.
Other than loss, there is significant effort to recognize
congestion conditions such as overflowing buffers [2], [18].
However, there are commonly occurring network anomalies
which can seriously impact user experience. Described by [4],
[7], [19], there are three common network anomalies:
•

•

•

Packet Loss: This occurs when one or more packets fail
to reach their destination. These could either be caused
by errors in transmission or too much congestion on link,
causing routers to randomly drop packets.
Packet Duplication: This occurs when the sender retransmits packets, thinking that the previous packets have
not reached their destination. This is commonly seen
when loss happen and retransmits increase.
Packet Reordering: This is defined when arrival order
of packets or sequence number is completely out-oforder. This is of particular relevance to real-time media
streaming application, which show network instability.

C. Elephant and Mice (Long vs Short Transfers)
Internet and WAN network traces are seen to contain a mixture of flow characteristics. These can normally be divided into
two groups - Elephant and Mice flows. For instance, a mice
flow or small file transfers, are usually bursty and latencysensitive, whereas big file transfers or longer (elephant) flows,
are throughput-sensitive. If not managed efficiently, elephant
flows can fill network buffers, causing queuing delays, packet
drops and loss. On the other hand, mice flows are more
difficult to predict and more dynamic in nature and can
easily congest the network. Traffic engineering methods have
explored separating these flows on different links to prevent
congestion patterns and studying flow completion times [10].
D. Random Forest Trees
Random forest trees are a variant of decision tree classifiers
that allow to recursively partition data sets into a rule space.
The tree constructs a root that follows binary rules (true or
false), to determine which rules are satisfied denoted by tree
nodes and leaves. As we explore the tree, rules are extracted
leading to terminal or decision nodes. Random forest allows
to partition data samples on most distinguishing feature sets
into purest samples possible. This measurement of purity is
determined by the gini index or entropy function. In this study
we use the gini index in our classification tree,
1−

t=1
X
t=0

Pt2

(1)

where P denotes the probability of the sample belonging to
a particular class. The summation in the equation represents
two classes, but can be extended to multiple sample classes.
The gini index is our cost function used to evaluate the class
splits. During classification, the lower the gini index, means
most samples belong to one class label.
Random forest classification [20] is a labeled machine
learning technique that requires labeled data sets. Once trained,
given a test data set, the classification can help predict labels
for each test sample as it was trained.
III. E XPERIMENTAL E NVIRONMENT
To generate our labeled data set we used the ExoGENI
testbed [21], which is a federated cloud testbed designed for
experimentation and computational tasks. ExoGENI is orchestrated over a set of independent cloud sites located across US
and connected via national research circuit providers through
their programmable exchange points. By using a controlled
experiment environment, we ensure that any system interference is minimized, and importantly, synthetically generated
interference affects specific performance metrics targeted for
evaluation. For our experiments, we created two types of
environments (slices) on ExoGENI. The first was used to
capture mice and elephant TCP flows, and the second one
was used to capture real-like traces of a scientific workflow
execution.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the first environment,
which has one source-node, one forwarding-node and one
destination-node. Each node has 4 2.2 Ghz vCPUs, 10 GB
RAM and 75 GB storage, but all of them reside in a different
ExoGENI region. The nodes are connected via a high speed
layer 2 VLAN, and the round-trip time between source and
destination is at ~21ms, while the forwarding-node is forwarding packets between the source and destination nodes.
Figure 3 presents an overview of the second environment,
for real workflow executions on ExoGENI. This setup consists
of one data-node, one forwarding-node, one master-node and
four compute (worker) nodes (Figure 3). Each node has 4
2.2 Ghz vCPUs, 10 GB of RAM and 75 GB storage. Both
compute and master nodes are co-located on the same site,
while the data-node is spawned on a site in another region.
The master and compute nodes communicate via the intrasite switch, while the data-node is connected over a high
speed layer 2 VLAN, and the rountrip-time between masternode and data-node is at ~26ms. To facilitate the workflow
execution, we configure our slice with HTCondor [22] and
Pegasus WMS [11] on the master-node. Globus endpoints
[23], [24] are created on both master-node and data-node to
accommodate WAN transfers. Finally, the forwarding-node,
forwards packets between the master and data nodes.
In both cases we use the Linux Traffic Control (TC) toolset [25] to introduce synthetic network and I/O anomalies,
such as delay, packet loss and jitter, by configuring the Linux
kernel packet scheduler. During the mice and elephant flow
experiments we introduce these anomalies on both of the
forwarding-node’s interfaces. However, in the case of the real

Type
Normal
Loss 1%
Loss 3%
Loss 5%
Dupl. 1%
Dupl. 5%
Reord. 25%
Reord. 50%

Fig. 2: Experimental setup on the ExoGENI testbed. SFTP
tests for mice and elephant flows.
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TABLE I: Number of flows generated at Data Node under
normal and anomalous conditions.
Type

Fig. 3: Experimental setup on the ExoGENI testbed. Workflow
tests using Globus.
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M
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scientific data transfers, we apply the anomalies on both the
master and the data node, instead of the forwarding-node. To
capture low level TCP statistics, we used the Tstat tool1 to
capture network traces on the source node in Figure 2, and on
the data node of Figure 3.

TABLE II: Number of Mice and Elephant flows generated to
train the classifiers under normal and anomalous conditions.
M: Mice, E: Elephant.

A. Elephant and Mice Transfers

listed on Tstat’s documentation with their descriptions [28].
Using the bytes transferred and completion time traces, we
can calculate the throughput in both directions.

To generate labeled TCP data under normal and anomalous
conditions for mice and elephant transfers we used the setup
of Figure 2.
Mice flow. For the mice flows we aimed for 1000 SFTP
transfers with a transfer size between 80MB and 120 MB, the
link bandwidth is set to 1 Gbps among all the nodes.
Elephant flow. For the elephant flows we aimed for 300
SFTP transfers with a transfer size between 1 and 1.2 GB, the
link bandwidth is set to 100 Mbps among all the nodes.
Table II summarizes the total number of flow samples
collected for all TCP congestion algorithms for mice and
elephant flows.
B. 1000 Genome Workflow Transfers
In addition to elephant and mice flow experiments, we collected traffic traces from a real science workflow named 1000Genome project workflow that reconstructs genomes of 2,504
individuals across 26 different populations [26]. This workflow
identifies mutational overlaps in data from the 1000 genomes
project, providing a null distribution for rigorous statistical
evaluation of potential disease-related mutations [27]. In our
experiment, we recorded TCP statistics during this workflow
setup phase shown in Figure 3. Table I summarizes the number
of samples collected in our data-set.
C. Building the Training Data-set
Tstat collects 133 variables of TCP behavior in both directions: client-to-server and server-to-client. These features are
1 http://tstat.polito.it/

IV. I NITIAL A NALYSIS
A. Retransmissions
Figure 4 and 5 show the amount of retransmitted bytes,
while using different TCP congestion algorithms and under
non-anomalous and anomalous conditions in elephant and
mice flows, respectively. The retransmitted bytes are seen to
increase in packet loss experiments. In particular, they can be
easily clustered among 0.1% (green), 0.5% (orange) and 1%
(blue) packet loss rates in the case of elephant flows, while the
cluster boundaries are vague in the case of mice flows. This
is because elephant flow transfers are long enough to reflect
the probability of packet loss events.
B. Throughput
Figures 6 and 7 depict the throughput of the transfers while
using different TCP congestion algorithms and under nonanomalous and anomalous conditions in elephant and mice
flows. In elephant flows, Cubic (Fig. 6a), Reno (Fig. 6b) and
Hamilton (Fig. 6c), present a decreasing throughput as packet
loss is introduced, while BBR’s throughput is not affected
(Fig. 6d). In mice flows, the graphs show loss and reordering
affect throughput greatly in all TCP variants. This implies that
TCP congestion algorithms perform better for elephant flows
rather than mice flows. This behavior could be attributed to
TCP’s slow-start phase, not giving enough time to mice flows
to reach a steady state.
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Fig. 4: Retransmissions in Elephant Flows.
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in how they behave under loss conditions, it is difficult to
distinguish between them. As a result we build 4 individual
classifiers (one for each TCP variant being investigated) and
test each TCP variant separately.
A. Pruning the Trees

Fig. 8: Building Classifier for each TCP congestion variant.

V. B UILDING C LASSIFIER
Figure 8 presents how the random forest classifiers were
build. Because Cubic, Reno and Hamilton show similarities

Constructing a tree with all possible decision rules is an
NP-complete problem [29] and results in an overfitted tree.
We combat this by using a greedy approach and limiting the
tree to an optimum depth, number of leaf nodes and number
of samples per leaf. This process is known as pruning the tree
and is done to allow only important rules recognized in earlier
tree branches, rather than letting it grow to less important leaf
nodes2 . We tuned the trees for each classifier by using 80%
2 We

used Scikit-learn’s RandomForestTreeClassifier() to generate the trees.

of elephant and mice flows to achieve optimal classification
accuracy.
B. Data Leakage
Data leakage is a common issue with building classifiers,
when a particular feature shares same values between the training and test data. This feature causes 100% of training data
to be partitioned into labeled classes, preventing the classifier
to be generalizable for test data. In our initial training, we
found that TCP features were recognizing specific value ranges
distinguishing elephant and mice flows. This caused overfitting to the test data, giving bad accuracy results. To combat
this, we added randomly generated data to form 10% of the
training data-set. This essentially turned the pure elephant and
mice flow training data into impure data samples, but reduced
the over-fitting problem of the classifiers, and improved their
generalizability factor to test other flows.
VI. E VALUATION
Figures 9 and 10 present the classification results on unseen
elephant and mice flows, while Figure 11 shows the the
results of the test workflow Tstat files. Each figure contains a
subfigure for every classifier (Cubic, Reno, Hamilton, BBR),
which presents the percentage of test data that were predicted
as Normal, Loss, Duplication or Reordering (y-axis), given the
anomaly type of test data (x-axis).
A. Testing data: Unseen Elephant and Mice flows
Elephant flow identification. Our initial analysis has revealed clear behavior distinctions when anomalies are found
for elephant flows. While the BBR classifier is able to recognize all cases exactly (Fig. 9d), we find that Cubic and Reno
classifiers are unable to recognize packet duplication cases
(Fig. 9a and 9b). On the other hand, the Hamilton classifier
recognizes only some (Fig. 9c). While loss is well recognized,
due to the number of retransmits, packet duplication is not
recognized in Tstat data. For reordering, we find that these
flows have higher retransmission rates from the server side,
being able to recognize 99% of reordered flows.
Mice flow identification. Mice flows are able to recognize
duplication better than elephant flows. While Reno and Hamilton perform better here (Fig. 10b and 10c), Cubic and BBR
are able to find 50% of the flows in the test data (Fig. 10a
and 10d). This is because mice flows are able to record much
higher retransmission in duplications, and quicker response
than in elephant flows.
B. Testing data: Unseen Workflows transfers
Reno and BBR classifiers are not able to recognize loss and
duplication, mistaking most for normal transfers (Fig. 11b and
11d). On the other hand, Cubic is able to classify flows under
correct classes but also mark most as normal (Fig. 11a). The
classifier for Hamilton is the best performing, but does not
recognize reordering cases (Fig. 11c).

C. Testing data: Accuracy
Accuracy. In Figure 12 we have computed the accuracy of
each classifier, and based only on the mice and elephant flows,
the BBR classifier has a slight edge over the rest. However,
taking the workflow data into consideration, the Hamilton
classifier becomes the best performing one.
D. Testing with DTN Transfers
The classifiers were also tested against Tstat data collected
at an OSG data-node3 while transferring files to NERSC via
the Globus service. All the classfiers, except Reno, predicted
only reordering in the flows. On the other hand, Reno labeled
some (~10%) of the flows as normal. Upon further investigation, we found that the DTN was configured to use TCP
Reno as its TCP congestion algorithm, and despite the fact
that the Reno classifier didn’t recognize the majority of the
flows as normal traffic, this result warrants further research
and will form the basis of our future research direction on
whether classifiers can be used to identify TCP algorithms.
VII. D ISCUSSION
Overall our classifiers are able to recognize packet reordering and loss well, but have struggled with duplication. We also
found that the size of the file matters, giving different accuracy
results between elephant and mice flows. The workflows and
OSG transfers to NERSC were done using Globus, which
converted the transfers to act similar to mice flows (due to the
imposed parallelism), which was picked up by the classifiers.
Five most important features. Studying each of the trees
in detail reveal the important features recognizing anomalous
characteristics in all 4 classifiers. These were in the order of
importance:
1) Actual throughput achieved during the transfer.
2) SACK option setting by the server and the client.
3) Standard deviation of RTT.
4) Number of segments with ACK field set to 1 by client.
5) First ACK segment (no SYN) recorded by server.
Unlike most current research only focusing on RTT and
throughput, the classifiers are able find other features to help
identify network problems.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
Machine learning approaches are very useful to observe
recurring phenomena (normal) and extract non-stationary transition patterns (anomalies) [19], [30]. For example, Mellia
et al. [4] used passive TCP measurements to classify TCP
anomalies, calculating high-level heuristics such as impact of
flow length, return time observed and minimum RTT. Here,
7 possible causes of anomalies were recognized. Sundaresan
et al. [9] showed that monitoring RTT during the slow start
period and the difference between maximum and minimum
RTT, can robustly identify loss congestion with 90% accuracy. Dukkipati et al. [10] argued that monitoring just flow
3 Globus

Endpoint of the OSG node used is osgconnect#stash
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Fig. 9: Predictions for Elephant Flows.
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Fig. 10: Predictions for Mice Flows.
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Fig. 11: Predictions for the 1000 Genome Workflow Transfers.
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completion time alone, can help improve congestion control
in long lived TCP flows.
Network traces are often unlabeled data-sets and unsupervised feature extraction methods are more suitable [31].
However, to build correct classifier, one needs labeled data.
Iglesias et al. [32] built a multistage feature selection method
using filters and stepwise regression wrappers, to analyze 41
traffic features. Zanero et al. [33] used an unsupervised self
organizing maps to identify patterns for intrusion detection on
TCP payload. Others used TCP to predict throughput to detect
bad behavior [8].
In their seminal work, Lakhina et al. [34] discussed how
difficult diagnosing anomalies are, due to large amounts of
high-dimensional and noisy data. Using principal component

analysis, the authors showed how relational measurements can
be used to isolate anomalous from normal traffic behaviors.
The authors showed that on average anomalous traffic will
have higher volumes when compared to their normal counterparts. Wang et al. [35] designed a multistage feature extraction
method to filter information entropy from data through multiple stages to filter abnormal traffic. The authors improve false
alarm rate hugely using this. Further, [36] used signal analysis
of outages, flash crowds, attacks and measurement failures,
based on IP and SNMP measurements. [37] used SVMs to
predict anomalies in real time to work with DTNs and detect
slow transfers, while [38] used genetic algorithms to select
important features in TCP/IP packets.
Similar TCP signatures were detected by [39] by correlating
flows and Markov models [40], while [9] developed TCP
congestion signatures to identify self-induced and external
congestion. [41] developed network signatures to correlate
detection and unauthorized modifications. In recent works, [7]
develop TCP classification for P4, but also found difficulty in
identifying Reno and Cubic behaviors.
Effective modeling of TCP traffic can help differentiate
normal and abnormal patterns. Carrascal et al. [42] used a
combination of approaches, self organizing map and learning
vector quantization to build intrusion detection systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, all current approaches focus

on small number of features to build classifiers. In this work,
we aim to use most of TCP variables.
IX. C ONCLUSION
Studying TCP behavior can lead to develop new TCP congestion algorithms which may be game-changing for improving network transfer reliability [43]. Using random forest trees,
our initial results show insights by identifying binary rules
for key features. Being a white box approach, random forest
reveals how the classifiers make decisions, showing features
other than throughput, congestion window or completion time,
can help identify anomalous transfers. Our experiments reveal
that one needs to build separate classifiers for each TCP
algorithm tracking and can help identify which algorithm is
being used by the host machine. However, requiring more
analysis, in future, we will extend the classifiers to identify
TCP configurations and explore deep neural networks to help
identify the feature relationships in TCP statistics.
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